TRAK
Volunteer Handbook
RANCH RULES

General
1. Everyone on property must have a signed Liability Release in the office. All riders and volunteers must also provide proof of health insurance.

2. Please READ THE POSTED LIABILITY SIGN. If you do not understand it, please ask.

3. **TRAK is a “Bully Free Zone.”** Bullying/Drama/Gossiping will simply not be tolerated and may lead to dismissal from the program.

4. All gates must remain closed at all times.

5. Riders under 18 MUST wear a helmet. **NO Exceptions.**

6. PLEASE use water responsibly to help in our conservation efforts.

7. There is NO SMOKING anywhere on property. Nor any use of alcohol or drugs.

8. NO GUNS allowed on property.

9. For safety reasons, all children under 12 years old must be accompanied and supervised by a parent or guardian.

10. Hitting or kicking of our animals is NEVER allowed, and will result in dismissal from the program. Unsafe, combative, or disruptive behavior toward staff, volunteers, or horses/animals by students, guardians, or visitors will be dealt with on an individual basis.
11. Respect ALL Clients, Staff, Volunteers, Parents and Guests. Disrespect will not be tolerated. Please leave bad attitudes at home.

12. Visitors wishing to tour the facility or grounds must be escorted by TRAK staff or trained volunteers.

13. Please respect any posted off-limit areas, including the main house located on the northeast corner of the property.

14. Please respect this property. Place trash in designated receptacles.

15. **NO outside Dogs. NO EXCEPTIONS!** The animals at TRAK live in harmony with one another. Introduction of a new animal is handled very carefully. Visiting pets will upset this harmony and can be very disruptive. Please leave your pet(s) at home.

**Volunteers**

1. In case you missed #1 in General Rules, no one can go through gates without a signed release.

2. All volunteers must complete a volunteer orientation prior to beginning work.

3. All volunteers must sign in and out each time before going through gates and upon leaving after shifts. (In addition, to logging volunteer hours, we need to know who is on property in case of emergency). When you reach 40 hours, you may reach us to schedule your free trail ride or lesson.

4. Follow through and complete assigned tasks. You should be willing to help with any chore you are asked to do, no cherry picking!

5. Keep staff updated on progress, concerns, and problems you encounter or observe while doing your tasks. More information is better for us, always. Check in with shift leader before you leave to make sure everything is done.

6. Respect your designated shift time. Strive to be on time unless you have discussed alternate scheduling with us. Volunteers also must leave at the end of their shift unless they have been asked to stay and help.

7. Always represent TRAK in with professionalism, dignity and pride. Be responsible for conducting yourself with courtesy and appropriate behavior.

8. Always respect the privacy of persons served by TRAK and hold in confidence sensitive private and personal information.

9. Avoid conduct, both on and off duty, which could jeopardize our program.
10. Dress Code: Refrain from wearing clothes that are too tight, too short and/or revealing- No spaghetti straps, no revealing tank tops, bra tops, etc. Pants should be pulled up to waist with no boxers/underwear showing.

11. Children under the age of 12 must have a parent or legal guardian with them and that parent must be willing to help out and supervise that child or children. *We will make exceptions for children who have proven they can be unsupervised on a case by case basis.*

12. Staff members ONLY may drive the TRAK equipment.

13. Please respect this property. Place trash in designated receptacles. If you walk by some trash on the ground, please pick it up and throw it away. TRAK belongs to all of us. Please take care of it.

*The Ranch Gates will be locked at end of shift (or special event) and will re-open at beginning of AM shift daily.*

*Rules are subject to change as deemed necessary.

Auto/Driving Rules

- Park in designated areas only (on Edith Blvd, please do not use Green Things parking)
- Please be aware of your surroundings. Children, dogs, and horses, live here!

**For everyone that comes on property....**
**As with everything at TRAK—**

If you are unsure, please ask. No question is a silly question when it comes to the health and safety our animals and people.

**Scheduling**

- We ask that all volunteers commit to a once weekly animal care shift for at least 4 months due to the time it takes to train volunteers.
- We can be flexible with changing your schedule as time goes on; we understand that schedules change with the school year, other commitments, etc.
- If you know you are going to be out, please email the volunteer coordinator (dorisstivers@traktucson.org) or call and leave a message in the office (520-298-9808). We also communicate using the remind app and once you have been entered in our system, you will get an invite to that text program. We also encourage you to get your
shifts leaders cell phone number so you can call or text them and let them know directly. We may not get the phone message or email in time.

- If for any reason you have to stop volunteering, please let us know, don’t just disappear! It’s important for us to know what shifts need more help as we schedule volunteers!

**Examples of Volunteer Tasks for**

**TRAK Daily Chores A.M.**

✓ **FEED**
  o Flake
    ▪ Alfalfa
    ▪ Bermuda
  o Horses
    ▪ Alfalfa
      - Geldings
      - Mares
  o Minis
    ▪ Bermuda
      - Split 1-2 flakes into 4 piles
  o Goats, sheep, pigs, small animals
    ▪ Greens/veggie variety to rabbits *(rinse bowls out!)*
    ▪ Fruit/veggie assortment to goats, sheep and pigs *(rinse trough)*
    ▪ Refill scratch, any bread, a few corn cobs or greens (no fruit) to chickens
  o WEDNESDAY ONLY:
    ▪ Add 1 alfalfa split into chicken laying boxes and ½ flake in each rabbit pen

✓ **WATER**
  o Fill ALL waters (daily)
  o Add electrolytes (daily)-SUMMER TIME
    ▪ 2 scoops for smaller barrels, 4 scoops for medium barrels
  o FOLLOW THE WAER SCHEDULE FOR DUMPING and SCRUBBING BUCKETS
    ▪ Scrub and dump all waters on the schedule for the day (rabbits and chickens too-this is daily)
  o Ice blocks (daily)-SUMMER TIME
    ▪ Switch 4 blocks in rabbit pens
    ▪ 3 under igloos, 1 out in open
  o Wipe down, refill, return thawed blocks to freezer- IF AC is in functional use ice blocks are not necessary
  o Turn on misters

✓ **CLEAN**
  o Muck/Rake – All stalls
    ▪ Geldings (including big urine spots)
    ▪ Mares
    ▪ Goats
    ▪ Pigs
    ▪ Minis
    ▪ Goats/sheep
- Small animal pens (water grass and dirt, then rake)
- Round pen/tack area/aisles
- Dig out and sand pee spots with tractor if needed
- Push muck pile with tractor as needed
  - Grain/Medications/Fly Spray
    - Check board daily for changes
    - Cover grain buckets to keep pigeons/ducks/goats from eating meds
    - Fly spray/mask everyone as they grain, then all remaining horses and minis
  - Whole Foods (If using TRAK truck, please do truck check list first in truck)
    - Separate into fruit/veggie and greens
    - Discard non-food into trash cans
    - Rake area clean
    - SUNDAY ONLY: fill gas/diesel cans – EMPLOYEES ONLY
  - Garbage
    - Daily – ALL cans including:
      - Whole Foods cans
      - Tack area cans
    - Monday – Ask Scott for any big garbage to get into the dumpster by pickup time

✔ **LUNCH FEED**
  - Bermuda
    - Minis (1 flake split 4 ways)
  - Alfalfa (1 flake per horse/bucket)
    - Mares
    - Geldings
    - Leftovers to goats

✔ **CLOSE SHIFT**
  - Check waters and fly masks
  - Check out with manager (talk, text or call) turn in supplies request, sign out & have a great day! 😊
Examples of Volunteer Tasks for TRAK Daily Chore Checklist P.M.

✓ CLEAN
  o Muck/Rake – All stalls
    ▪ Geldings
    ▪ Mares
    ▪ Minis
    ▪ Goats/Sheep
    ▪ Pigs
    ▪ Small animal pens (water grass and dirt, then rake)
    ▪ Round pen/tack area/aisles

✓ WATER
  o Top off all waters

✓ FEED
  o Goats, sheep, pigs
    ▪ Fruits and veggies
  o Rabbits
    ▪ Greens and veggies (rinse bowls)
  o Chickens
    ▪ Any bread, corn cobs
  o Horses
    ▪ 1 flake alfalfa per bucket/horse
      • Geldings
      • Mares
    ▪ Bermuda – split 1 flake 4 ways
      • Minis

✓ GARBAGE
  o Whole Foods cans
  o Tack area cans

✓ PREP FOR A.M. SHIFT

✓ CLOSE SHIFT
  o Fly spray, check fly masks
  o Turn in any supplies requests
  o Check out with a manager (talk, text, or call) sign out and have great evening! 😊
  o Sweep Office area

Volunteer Activities
Horses
- **Fly Spray**
  - If pump bottles are less than ½ full, have a staff member refill for you
  - Spray whole body (including face)
  - Be cautious of body language from horse
    - Do not chase
- **Fly masks**
  - Make sure every horse has a fly mask (include minis)
  - Ears go through top
  - Strap should fit loosely under jaw
    - Be able to fit fingers under jaw
    - Not too tight!
- **Round Pen**
  - Sweep mats with push broom
  - Organize/hang all halters
  - Organize/hang all halters
  - Organize grooming totes (clean if necessary)
  - Rake/sweep around mats
    - Pick up all manure in and around round pen
- **Goats/Sheep/Pig Pen**
  - Make sure any/all leashes and collars are organized and hung on fence
  - Rake in pen (get those nasty veggies!)
    - Only clean out food/veggies if they look as if they’ve been untouched or dirty for some time
- **Rabbit Pen**
  - Fill in holes in pens from rabbits digging/burrowing
    - Loose sand/fine sand
    - Use buckets or wheel barrel
    - Rinse out and clean food bowls
- **Chickens**
  - Top off all waters
  - Clean water bottles (scrub off dirt/poop)
- **Busy Work**
  - Top off all waters
  - Rake aisle ways
    - Discard all leftovers in muck pile if necessary
  - Scrub/clean out grain buckets
  - Take off and clean/scrub dirty fly masks
  - Return any and all rakes, shovels, wheel barrels, etc. to designated areas
  - Pick up any and all trash around property
  - Pick up/rake loose alfalfa and/or bermuda and put in nearest food bucket (if clean)
TRAK Horse Safety Guide

Nature of the Horse

First thing to keep in mind when interacting with horses: we are predators, and horses are prey animals. If faced with a threatening situation horses will rather run than fight. Horses may be trained, but they are still animals with minds of their own. It is absolutely crucial to be aware of what horses are communicating to you. Their ears are direct reflections of how they are feeling. When trying to access a horse it is important to observe ears, head carriage, leg posture, and overall posture of a horse. (See article attached). Anything that does not move, sound, smell, or look natural (i.e. plastic bag, tarp) may cause a horse to spook. They have eyes on the sides of their head that allow for excellent peripheral vision. You need to be aware of main blind spots in horse vision: directly in front, behind, and underneath any body part. Just like driving, it’s not a good idea to move into a horse's blind spot.

![Monocular Vision Diagram]

Approaching a horse
The best way to approach a loose horse is towards their left shoulder. Never approach a horse from directly behind. Always walk. Running will not only scare horses, but it will also rile them up and make it more difficult for you to catch them. As you approach you should talk in a calm, confident manner in order to communicate where you are. Yelling and making other loud noises will cause horses to be riled as well as running.

Haltering a horse
1. Enter the turn out with the halter ready, untied or unbuckled, and the lead rope untangled.
2. Do not walk into a group of horses. Try to get them to disperse so you are not forced to put yourself in any compromising places.
3. Once able to safely walk towards your horse, approach horse at left shoulder while talking.
4. Once at the horse’s shoulder put the lead rope over its neck. If necessary, use rope to move horse to a safer place (eg if the horse is standing in mud, move horse to dry spot).
5. Holding the buckle or loop end of the halter in your left hand and the long strap of the halter in your right, slip the halter over the horse’s nose.
6. Bring the long strap from the right side over the horses head and behind its ears.
7. Adjust halter so that the nose band is halfway between the horse's nostrils and eyes.
8. Buckle or tie halter to secure it.

**Leading a horse**
1. After haltering the horse hold the lead rope below the clip in your right hand. Ideally allow for about an arms length of rope between your right hand and the horses head, but you should adjust as is necessary.
2. Fold the remaining rope in your left hand so it does not touch the ground. NEVER wrap any part of a rope around any part of your body.
3. Standing on the left side of the horse, begin walking; try to remain in between the horses head and shoulder.
4. If you need to turn a horse, you always need to have a clear path in mind. You can turn either direction and some adjustment to the length of rope between your right hand and their head may be necessary.

**Tying a horse**
1. Find a spot that is not crowded, not in the way of traffic, and stable to tie your horse.
2. Allow for about an arm’s length of rope between the fence and the halter.
3. Wrap the remaining leadrope at LEAST three times around the fence/hitching post. Do not tie to the lowest rail. Tie to the eye level of the horse so that the horse is less likely to get his head caught under the lead rope and spook itself.
4. Make sure to push the wraps together and ensure their tightness. Depending on the lead rope you may need to wrap more times if it is stiffer.
   -If graining horses make sure to allow enough slack so that they can reach the grain bucket on the ground.
   -When tying multiple horses in the same area, make sure that there is at least one full fence panel in between tie points so that horses don’t intrude on each other’s space.

**Moving around a horse**
   - It’s your job to keep your feet out from under a horse’s hoof. Be aware of where your feet are at all times and don’t let them get too close to the horse’s hooves.
   - Be aware of your surroundings. Sounds, movement, smells, or even shadows can cause problems. It is imperative to be prepared for anything.
   - *Walking behind a horse*
     - Option 1: Walk AT LEAST 10 feet away around the back of the horse, consistently talking being aware.
     - Option 2: Stand next to the horse, pet the horse on the back to start. While talking to the horse, pet and walk your way around to the other side. Do not hesitate or pause at any point until you safely make it to the other side of the horse.
UNDERSTANDING OF VOLUNTEER RULES AND EXPECTATIONS

By signing my name I confirm that I have attended a TRAK volunteer orientation in person and have read over the ranch and volunteer rules and agree to follow them.

Name: ________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________
Date: _________________________________________

By signing my name I confirm that I have attended a TRAK Horse Safety Training in person and have read over the Horse Safety Guidelines.

Name: ________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________
Date: _________________________________________